Water entry and fall of hydrophobic and superhydrophobic Teflon spheres.
Hydrophobic and superhydrophobic solid Teflon spheres have been observed while settling in water under the action of gravity, starting from different initial conditions, and have been followed until the steady-state is reached. The superhydrophobic sphere features a nano/microtextured surface and advancing and receding water contact angles equal to, respectively, [Formula: see text] and [Formula: see text]. When impacting water from air, both spheres can entrap a conspicuous amount of air deriving from the sealing of a macro-sized air cavity formed upon impact (air cavity trapping) and standing at the rear part of the settling sphere. It is shown that this air amount, like a spindle, reduces the force coefficient exerted on the sphere, basically acting on the pressure drag. However, the air cavity trapping occurs above a critical impact velocity which for the superhydrophobic spheres is significantly lower than that pertaining to the hydrophobic one; thus a certain range of impact velocities exists at which the superhydrophobic sphere experiences a lower pressure drag and a higher mean velocity. As soon as the air cavity vanishes, the dynamics of the superhydrophobic sphere becomes indistinguishable from that of the hydrophobic one, in spite of the persistence of air within the surface micro-texture.